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Our scandal-obsessed media has distorted our impression of the VA, but don't let
politicians use myths of privatization to milk the taxpayers by providing inadequate care
to veterans.

  

  

ROSEBURG, OR - Recent  articles detailing the history of mismanagement at the Roseburg VA 
paint a sorry picture of our local facility. It’s a story that must be  told, but it’s important to put the
facts into context. Generalizing  from the problems of individual facilities without providing
context  gives the impression that the system is broken, as some claim. However,  we can’t
make sweeping conclusions about the VA without comparing  outcomes between it and other
healthcare systems. When we do, it’s clear  that both by objective measurements and patient
satisfaction ratings,  VA care is superior to that provided by the private sector.

  

It’s  important to recognize that our scandal-obsessed media has distorted  our impression of
the VA, because some politicians and their  deep-pocketed benefactors have taken advantage
of the negative coverage  to target the VA for privatization. Using such stories to justify  diverting
funds to the private sector, investors in for-profit  healthcare like the Koch brothers can reap
enormous profits. Under the  guise of increasing veteran “choice,” these privateers and their 
political lackeys have already outsourced 40 percent of patient visits  and are pushing for more.
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It  may seem a good idea to give veterans the option of getting help  outside the VA, givenclaims that waiting times are excessive. That is,  until you look at the facts. While it is true that atsome facilities  (including Roseburg) waiting times are longer than in the private  sector,nationwide this isn’t the case. Where it does happen, as in  Roseburg, the problem is more dueto a lack of providers than  mismanagement. This is partly because medical care providers atthe VA  are grossly underpaid relative to their counterparts elsewhere, another  result of chronicunderfunding of the VA by Congress.  There  are currently nearly 50,000 unfilled positions at the VA nationwide. Is  it any wonder thatthere are problems? VA facilities in places like  Roseburg are chronically understaffed, asanyone who has been a primary  care patient there for any time knows. As much as we love thisplace, it  is just a little too rural for most doctors. Given that, the low pay  and the unfairly poorreputation of the VA, it’s hard to staff the  facility with providers and administrators who canchoose to live almost  anywhere. The solution to the problems of the VA isn’t diverting funds, but increasing the proportion spent within the system, including making  salaries competitive.  Some  people think that you can partially privatize the VA by letting it  specialize in orthopedicsand mental health, areas where it clearly has  capabilities lacking in the private sector. Whatthey don’t realize is  that the greatest feature of the VA is that primary care is seamlessly integrated with specialty care. Primary care doctors know how to screen  for stress-relatedconditions, traumatic brain injury, Agent  Orange-related problems and other issues specific tovets. They can  easily get them help with their specialist colleagues. The VA also has  casemanagers and social workers whose jobs include making sure that  these handoffs are as easyand reliable as possible, which is unheard of  in for-profit medicine. This is especially critical withthe aging VA  population, those with head injuries and those who have trouble tracking appointments because of trauma-related problems with memory and  concentration.  VA  doctors know how to work with vets. In contrast, a recent Rand  Corporation study of theability of private care providers to work with  veterans found that only about one in threeproviders met the study’s  “minimum threshold for familiarity with military culture” and only one in five routinely asked if their patients had a military background.  In  view of these facts, it’s obvious that privatizing even some of the  functions of the VA willdamage a well-coordinated system. The money  spent on outsourcing beyond that which isnecessary to provide good  service could be better spent staffing the VA. Not only is the need greater, but the money goes much further. With its drug formulary and  ability to negotiateprices, and without the profit incentive and other  expenses unique to private care, the VA candeliver comprehensive  services that would cost far more in the private sector, if such a systemexisted.  Fortunately,  there is a growing effort to raise awareness of this attempt to milk  the taxpayersfor providing inadequate care to veterans. Veterans  Fighting for Healthcare ( www.ffvhc.org )  isa growing national coalition whose mission is to organize to oppose  privatization of the VA. Asone of its most active partners, Veterans  for Peace is staging actions around the country toeducate the public  about this problem. If you agree that veterans have earned the best  medicalcare available in the US, join VFP of Douglas County when we  gather at 4 p.m. on March 15 atthe front gate of the VA on Garden  Valley Road.  Tags: Untagged
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